Sydney Football Stadium Redevelopment
Project update – January 2019

Upcoming work
In late January Lendlease will commence soft strip out works, once a construction certificate is received. Works will include disconnecting utilities, stripping out existing internal fixtures and plant and removing any waste or hazardous material. Following this work, structural demolition will commence.

Demolition will involve pulling down the existing stadium and surrounding structures including the Sheridan Building, Sydney Roosters and NSW Waratahs offices, visitor services, Cricket NSW headquarters and the indoor cricket centre.

Demolition will take approximately 10-12 months to complete.

From 19 February, MP1 west car park will also be closed. Pedestrians will not be able to walk through the car park. Traffic controllers and redirection signs will be in place to assist pedestrians in the Precinct.

Work update
On 8 January 2019, Lendlease started site establishment work. This involved:
— Closing MP1 East car park
— Putting up site fencing and bunting
— Establishing a site office.

Working hours
Construction works, including the delivery of materials to and from the site, will be carried out between the following hours:
— 7 am and 6 pm, Mondays to Fridays
— 8 am and 1pm, Saturdays.
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Managing impacts

Traffic and parking
Vehicle access to and from the site will be through the existing gate along Driver Avenue and into Paddington Lane via Moore Park Road. Traffic controllers will be in place to manage these intersections when construction traffic is entering and exiting. Construction vehicles will travel to and from the site via the state road network and main roads including Oxford Street, Anzac Parade, Cleveland Street and South Dowling Street.

Sufficient parking for construction workers will be provided onsite for the duration of stage one works.

Noise, vibration and dust
Managing noise, vibration and dust impacts are a top priority for the project. A number of strategies are being implemented to manage impacts including:

- Noise and vibration monitoring
- Adopting good work practices
- Setting up barriers and screens around activities
- Using water sprays and covering stockpiles to suppress dust emissions
- Ongoing engagement with the local community and sensitive receivers.

Event mode
We are committed to working closely with the SC&G Trust to ensure events held at the SCG are not impacted by stage one works. During an event no disruptive work will occur, access will be maintained to Paddington Lane and ingress and egress provisions (including emergency and evacuation plans) will be in place.

Want to know more about the project?
If you have any questions or queries regarding our work, please don’t hesitate to contact us:

☎ 1800 717 704
✉ communitysfsr@lendlease.com
✉ insw.com/sfs